Comparison of the results obtained by ELISA and surface plasmon resonance for the determination of antibody affinity.
The aim of this study was to compare the affinity values obtained for a monoclonal antibody/antigen complex using two different techniques, surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and an enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) approach recently described by Bobrovnik S.A. and by Stevens F.J. These two techniques can be used in particular to determine the equilibrium dissociation constant, K(D), of the complex in solution or on a surface. Bobrovnik's method gives two K(D) values that differ by a factor of 100, demonstrating that two populations of complexes are present in solution. In an initial step, one protein binds relatively weakly to the other (high K(D)) and this is followed by a conformational change in the most flexible portion of the antigen, which increases the affinity (low K(D)). Only the higher of the two K(D) values can be detected when complex formation in solution is investigated using SPR, because the interaction measured concerns the fibronectin/antibody complexes of lowest affinity. In contrast, when measuring association at the sensor surface, SPR gives an average result between the two K(D) values because complexes corresponding to both affinities can form in this situation. The constants that characterise the kinetics of the fibronectin-antibody interaction obtained by SPR and ELISA are therefore different, because the methods do not allow the same phenomena to be observed. However they are consistent and complementary.